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Some R&D in the fields founded 
by  V.L.Ginzburg and S.I.Syrovatskii
Particle acceleration and the CR origin 

Strong magnetic field amplification in
cosmic particle accelerators and 
synchrotron X-ray images of SNRs

Non-linear mechanisms of efficient 
conversion of SN kinetic energy to 
relativistic components  





Galactic cosmic-rays and SNR’s

The power law, up to the “knee” at 1015 eV, 
is explained by diffusive shock acceleration 
at supernovae blast waves

Lagage and Cesarsky estimated the 
maximum energy to be less than 1014 eV

assuming Bohm diffusion in a parallel 
shock geometry without magnetic field 
amplification

A higher maximum energy is expected for 
a quasi-perpendicular shock





Chandra profiles by A.Bamba

10´´ = 0.1 pc
2 – 10 keV

measurements of the width of synchrotron X-ray  filaments ~ 0.01pc 
STRONG MAGNETIC FIELD AMPLIFICATION > 20   G 
Electron energies >> 1 TeV
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Particle accelerators – LHC– SN1006















Chandra 4-6 keV Image of 
Tycho’s SNR

Eriksen + 2011







Ultra-relativistic Particle 
Acceleration 

in collisionless shocks 
by Fermi mechanism
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Shock front

particle

downstreamupstream
shock rest frame

CR-current modified MHD  waves 
act as converging mirrors 

particles are scattered by waves
cross the shock many times

“ Fermi first order process”
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Diffusive Shock Acceleration:   Shocks set up 
converging flows of ionized plasma

VDS

Shock wave

Vsk = u0

Interstellar medium (ISM), cool 
with speed  VISM ~ 0

Post-shock gas Hot, compressed, 
dragged along with speed VDS < Vsk

X

flow speed, u0 shock

u2

Upstream DS

charged particle 
moving through 
turbulent B-field

Particles make nearly elastic collisions with background plasma
gain energy when cross shock   bulk kinetic energy of converging 

flows put into individual particle energy

shock frame

u2 = Vsk - VDS

SN 
explosion



X

subshock

Flow speed

► Concave spectrum 

► Compression ratio, rtot > 4

► Low shocked temp. rsub < 4

Temperature

Lose universal 
power law

TP: f(p) ∝ p-4

test particle shock

NL

If acceleration is efficient, shock becomes 
smooth from backpressure of CRs

In efficient acceleration, entire particle spectrum must be described 
consistently, including escaping particles much harder 
mathematically BUT, 
connects photon emission across spectrum from radio to γ-rays
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Nonlinear Models of Ultrarelativistic
Particle Acceleration with 
CR driven instabilities





Vladimirov, Ellison & Bykov, 2006. ApJ, v. 652, p.1246; 
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CR driven modes



CR modified shockCR modified shock

• Vladimirov, Bykov & Ellison, 2009. ApJ, v. 703, L29



Particle SpectraParticle Spectra



Magnetic Fluctuation SpectraMagnetic Fluctuation Spectra

• Vladimirov, Bykov & Ellison, 2009. ApJ, v. 703, L29



Zimbardo +  2010

No parallel cascade…



Synchrotron Radiation:

e.g. Ginzburg and Syrovatskii 1969



The Synchrotron radiation is polarized   



Synchrotron Radiation Stockes Parameters:



To construct the synchrotron emission image we simulated stochastic magnetic field 
in a SNR shell 



Time evolution. Lightcurves.

Synchrotron X-ray images at  energies 0.5, 5, 
20, 50 keV (from left to right). Dot like 
feature D1 is clearly seen at high energies and 
it is smeared in at low energies.  Left panels 
show lightcurves of D1 feature at  5 keV
(solid curve), 20 keV (dashed curve) and 50 
keV (dot-dashed curve). 

AB+   ApJL 2008



Uchiyama Aharonian et al. 2007

Nonthermal clump  “lifetime” ~ 1yr 
It can be produced with magnetic field well below 1 mG ..

RX J1713.7-3946



X-ray Polarization at 5 keV

AB+    MNRAS v399, 2009



X-ray Polarization at 50 keV

1.0δ =



X-ray strips in Tycho’s SNR (Eriksen etal 2011)

Chandra 4-6 keV X-rays



AB+       ApJL v.735, L40,2011

Narrow peaks in 
turb. spectrum with 
no cascading

Perp.  B-field outside 
shock precursor

Linearly polarized 
waves with long 
coherence length

Efficient, NL shock 
acceleration producing 
~100 TeV protons

Steep electron spectrum 
to avoid strips in radio

Simulated strips

SN blast wave

Radially thin 
emission region

Line of sight



Magnetic Fluctuation SpectraMagnetic Fluctuation Spectra

• Vladimirov, Bykov & Ellison, 2009. ApJ, v. 703, L29



Chandra 4-6 keV Image of 
Tycho’s SNR

Eriksen + 2011



AB+       ApJL v735, L40, 2011

No simple explanation of strips ! 

Many shock and turbulence 
properties must come together to 
produce coherent structure on 
this scale. 

Strong predictions:
Quasi-perpendicular upstream   
B-field

Strong linear polarization in 
strips

Polarization fraction
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